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The definitive, home cooking recipe collection from one of the most respected and beloved culinary cultures Japan: The Cookbook has more
than 400 sumptuous recipes by acclaimed food writer Nancy Singleton Hachisu. The iconic and regional traditions of Japan are organized by
course and contain insightful notes alongside the recipes. The dishes - soups, noodles, rices, pickles, one-pots, sweets, and vegetables - are
simple and elegant.
Korean food is quickly becoming the biggest trend in the culinary world—Our Korean Kitchen will be your inspiring guide to bringing this
delicious and healthy cuisine to your table. Critically acclaimed chef and food writer Jordan and his Korean wife Rejina provide a cultural
history of the food of Korea giving context to the recipes that follow. This comprehensive collection of 100+ authentic and accessible dishes
explores the ingredients and techniques needed to master Korean cooking. From how to stock a Korean pantry, to full menu ideas, to recipes
for every meal and craving, this is the only guide to Korean cooking you’ll ever need. You’ll find delicious recipes for Bibimbap, Kimchi Fried
Rice, Crispy Chili Rice Cakes, Chicken Dumpling Soup, Seafood & Silken Tofu Stew, Pickled Garlic, Seafood & Spring Onion Pancakes,
Shrimp and Sweet Potato Tempura, Knife-cut Noodles in Seafood Broth, Soy-Marinated Crab, Grilled Pork Belly with Sesame Dip, Grilled
Beef Short Ribs, Deep Fried Honey Cookies, and so much more! Chapters: Rice & Savory Porridge Soups & Stews Vegetables, Pickles &
Sides Pancakes, Fritters & Tofu Noodles Fish Meat Dessert
The definitive cookbook bible of the world’s most popular and oldest cuisine In the tradition of bestsellers including Mexico and The Nordic
Cookbook comes the next title in the multimillion-selling national cuisine series, China: The Cookbook. Featuring more than 650 recipes for
delicious and authentic Chinese dishes for the home kitchen, this impressive and authoritative book showcases the culinary diversity of the
world’s richest and oldest cuisines with recipes from the eight major regions and numerous minor regions. China: The Cookbook celebrates
popular staples such as Sweet and Sour Spare Ribs and Dim Sum, as well as lesser-known regional classics like Fujian Fried Rice and
Jiangsu’s Drunken Chicken, and features additional selected recipes from star chefs from around the world.
The essence of Japan is captured right here in this beautiful Japanese cookbook! More than any other cuisine in the world, Japanese food is
a complete aesthetic experience—a delight for the eyes, the nose and the palate. The desire to enhance rather than to alter the essential
quality of fresh seasonal ingredients results in a cuisine that is unique, a tribute to nature and what people can create from it. In Authentic
Recipes from Japan, the essence of Japanese cooking is captured in a collection of recipes ranging from essential stocks, sauces and
pickles, to rustic one-pot dishes such as soba noodles to the popular bento box and everything in between. This fascinating Japanese
cookbook, with recipes gathered and photographed in Japan, also explains the correct use of ingredients and the way Japanese meals are
traditionally structured and presented. The secret to preparing Japanese cuisine at home is an understanding of a few very simple ingredients
and of how a meal is composed; the culinary methods used are actually very easy to master. But the most important requirement of all is
simply a love for good food prepared and presented with a sense of harmony. Recipes include: Mixed Chicken and Vegetable Yakitori Rice
with Green Tea and Wasabi Fresh Shellfish Sashimi Abalone Simmered in Sake and Ginger Seared Tataki Beef Oyster and Miso Hotpot
Sweetened Azuki Bean Paste

Food writer Naomi Imatome-Yun grew up in the American suburbs helping her Korean grandmother cook Korean
classics and has spent over 15 years helping Korean Americans and non-Korean Americans alike discover how easy and
delectable authentic Korean cooking can be.
Most of us think of plants as belonging to one big family, but they don't. There are actually hundreds of different plant
families, which botanists have grouped together using what they know of their family histories and genealogy, to bring
some sense and order to more than quarter of million different plant species. Using this knowledge, we can teach
ourselves to see similarities of characteristics between plants and get a pretty good idea of which family they belong to.
GENEALOGY FOR GARDERNERS presents the enormous diversity shown by the many families of plants in a way that
is easy to understand, whether one's interest lies in natural history or with horticulture. The superb illustrations make it
exceptionally attractive and accessible book. Information boxes on most pages highlight interesting facts, unexpected
relationships, botanical curiosities, and notable members of plant family groups. Readers can make sense of the
enormous biological diversity of the plant kingdom, by piecing together family likenesses and genealogical connections.
Presents a general history of the cultural and social aspects of the ancient Chinese Empire, in a book that also provides
readers with instructions for creating such related craft projects as a printing block, a folding fan, and a miniature
sampan.
"CD-ROM provides over 200 extra exercises to help you practice the grammar presented"--P. [3] of cover.
Experience Yotam Ottolenghi’s wholly original approach to Middle Eastern-inspired, vegetable-centric cooking with over 280
recipes in a convenient ebook bundle of the beloved New York Times bestselling cookbooks Plenty More and Ottolenghi Simple.
From powerhouse chef and author (with over five million book copies sold) Yotam Ottolenghi comes this collection of two fan
favorites. These definitive books feature over 280 recipes—spanning every meal, from breakfast to dessert, including snacks and
sides—showcasing Yotam’s trademark dazzling, boldly flavored, Middle Eastern cooking style. Full of weeknight winners, for
vegetarians and omnivores alike, such as Braised Eggs with Leeks and Za’atar, Polenta Chips with Avocado and Yogurt, Lamb
and Feta Meatballs, Baked Orzo with Mozzarella and Oregano, and Halvah Ice Cream with Chocolate Sauce and Roasted
Peanuts, Essential Ottolenghi includes: Plenty More: More than 150 dazzling recipes emphasize spices, seasonality, and bold
flavors. Organized by cooking method, from inspired salads to hearty main dishes and luscious desserts, this collection will change
the way you cook and eat vegetables. Ottolenghi Simple: These 130 streamlined recipes packed with Yotam’s famous flavors are
all simple in at least (and often more than) one way: made in thirty minutes or less, with ten or fewer ingredients, in a single pot,
using pantry staples, or prepared ahead of time for brilliantly, deliciously simple meals.
From the mind of prodigy cartoonist Zao Dao comes Cuisine Chinoise: Five Tales of Life and Food, featured here in English for the
first time! From insects looking for a meal made of ghosts, to a man named Yuzi who's passion for cooking is the only hope of
maintaining a family legacy, these wonderfully illustrated stories explore the rich and humorous lives of the characters within. This
volume showcases the wonderful relationship between Chinese folklore and culture to food!
An all-at-once charming and delightful book on the world of sushi cats. If you're new to the wonderful world of sushi cats, we're
happy to formally introduce you to these magical creatures. Sushi cats are an unusual life-form consisting of a cat on top of a
portion of sushi rice. But make no mistake, these sushi cats are not for eating. As the story goes, the history of sushi cats is
nothing more than the history of mankind itself and they have been known to influence humans since the beginning of time. Once
Upon a Sushi Cat takes you on a journey through history describing where sushi cats come from (Sushi Cat Island, of course), and
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how they've traveled around the world on their flying plates spreading joy. Although we've gathered a little information from various
researchers and witnesses, their existence is shrouded in mystery and sightings remain rare. Pause for a moment to look through
the gaps of your busy life, and you may just spot a sushi cat looking back at you.
The cuisine of China is widely regarded as one of the finest and most popular in the world. Authentic Recipes from China is a
collection of 80 recipes gathered from the top kitchens across this vast country and presents an exciting range of regional dishes.
Included are spicy Sichuan favorites, refined dishes fit for an emperor's table, robust Mongolian fare, and creative Cantonese
cuisine. An extensive array of popular foods including appetizers, dips, soups, noodles, and rice dishes will let you participate in
China's fascinating history and fast-paced modern era through the delicious vehicle of its food. Recipes include: Lettuce Cups with
Mushrooms and Tofu Yunnan Ham Pastries Hot and Sour Soup Winter Melon Soup Stir-fried Rice Vermicelli Longevity Noodles
Crunchy and Tangy Fresh Lotus Root Salad Braised Chicken Wings in Plum Orange Sauce Steamed Buns Mongolian Lamb
Hotpot Wok-seared Sesame Scallops Salt and Pepper Squid Banana Fritters Sweet Rice Dumplings

The Yellow Emperor's Classic has become a landmark in the history of Chinese civilization. Since 1949, when this first
translation of the olest known document in Chinese medicine was published, traditional medical practice has seen a
dynamic revival in China and throughout many countries in the Western world. Elements of this time-honored therapy,
including acupuncture and the harmony of human spirit with the natural world, have become part of mainstream medical
practice; The Yellow Emperor's Classic provides the historical and philosophical foundation of this practice. Ilza Veith
provides an extensive introduction to her monumental translation of this classic work, which is written in the form of a
dialogue in which the emperor seeks information from his minister Ch-I Po on all questions of health and the art of
healing.
Pim is a baby aardvark - or at least he thinks he is. But what does that mean? When he finds out that he cannot climb
trees or dig deep burrows, he feels a little disappointed. But, as time goes by, he realises that being an aardvark isn't so
bad after all.
Recipes and stories to learn all about Japan's food culture. Recipes, anecdotes, histories and stories, maps, techniques,
stylings, utensils, native ingredients -- this is a colorful invitation to discover the look and aromas and flavors of Japan.
How to make sushi? What is the traditional method of making miso soup? How do you make a full Japanese meal? What
are the most frequently cooked dishes in the izakaya? How do you garnish and pack a bento box? Here are the answers
in a charmingly, and beautifully, illustrated paperback book. From how to use Japanese knives, chopsticks and cooking
vessels, to familiar and unusual seafood (and seaweed!), Japanese vegetables, fruits and soy, the illustrations are clear,
atmospheric and empowering. The text runs from ingredients and places to buy them, to simple dishes and whole meals.
The design is really fun, and this is a handbook every cook will want to own -- or give to friends and family.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER TAKE A SEAT AT GINO'S FAMILY TABLE: with every recipe from his latest hit ITV
series __________________ Italian families know that food is where the heart is. In his new book, Gino shares over 80
tried and tested recipes that work for busy families, ranging from quick weeknight one-pot meals to comforting roasts to
decadent desserts – and even the dinners to make when the kids are out! You'll be amazed what you can do with cheap
ingredients you can find anywhere. Try his: · HEARTY MUSHROOM PENNE with smoked pancetta and rosemary ·
BRAISED LAMB SHANKS in honey and red wine sauce · MACARONI QUATTRO FORMAGGI with fried breadcrumbs
and sneaky veg · SPICY AUBERGINE BAKE with mozzarella and pecorino cheese · IRISH CREAM PANNA COTTA with
chocolate coffee beans · ITALIAN BUCK'S FIZZ with prosecco and Cointreau Whether you've got hours or minutes to
cook, whether your family wants adventurous new tastes or old familiar classics, Gino has the perfect recipe for you.
Including the chapters Quick, One-Pot, Lighter, Sunday Specials, Kids Are Out and Desserts, this book will bring a ray of
Italian sunshine into your family dinners. Buon appetito!
Learn to make sushi at home with lessons from the masters. Nick Sakagami, the only person outside of Japan to earn the designation
osakana meister, introduces the fundamentals of sushi, starting with the fish. Photography from Tokyo's Tsukiji fish market offers an inside
look at where most of our tuna comes from, and a deep dive into the tools, techniques, and etiquette of sushi ensure you'll never look at a
California roll the same way again. Expert recipes from Sakagami's favorite international sushi chefs and clients include variations of: Maki
Sashimi Nigiri Onigiri (rice balls) Sushi Master also includes recipes for traditional Japanese soups, including two different types of miso, plus
appetizers like tsukemono (Japanese pickles), shishito pepper, and spicy scallop carpaccio. Once you've mastered the staples, you can
move on to advanced techniques, such as searing, marinating, aging, and adding garnishes. This comprehensive guide also includes tips on
sourcing your ingredients and best practices for sustainability. Sushi Master is your definitive guide to mastering the art of sushi.
Whether eaten in an exclusive restaurant or at a humble street stall, gyoza dumplings are the ultimate Asian comfort food. Dumplings are
surprisingly easy to make once you learn a few basic techniques. Step-by-step instructions, photos, and helpful tips show you how to wrap
dumplings like the "Gyoza King," Paradise Yamamoto, himself—even if it's your first try. This book contains 50 delicious dumpling recipes,
including: Shiitake and Pork Potstickers Waygu Beef Dumplings Bacon and Egg Carbonara Dumplings Lamb Gyoza with Coriander Many
more traditional and playful recipes (including dessert dumplings) With a wide array of shapes, fillings, and customizable options, these
recipes are sure to please picky eaters and gyoza connoisseurs alike! Impress friends and family with these satisfying and easy-to-make
morsels.
Young art-chefs - your moment has come! The table is set and your ingredients await: an empty plate, color pens and - most important of all your imagination! Now, add a dash of squiggles there, a handful of zig zags for flavor - and voila!
Fly to Japan and come discover all there is to know about sushi. After revealing the secrets of chocolate to us, Franckie Alarcon offers a
gourmet panorama of this exceptional dish that has conquered the planet! But do you really know sushi? The author traveled to Japan to
meet all the players involved in the making of this true work of culinary art. From the traditional starred chef to the young cook who is shaking
up the rules, including all the artisans and producers involved, this book covers the most emblematic of Japanese products from A to Z. A
fascinating journey of discovery that, along the way, tells a lot about Japan itself. You'll never believe the precision and detailed obsession
with quality ingredients involved.
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